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For architects and other artists, shape grammars, that are part of the
computational thinking concept, have been an effective initial tool of transition
between the realm of design and the classic computer. The dissemination of
computer science and its mindset is only possible when it is supported by
adequate pedagogical processes. The presented paper demonstrates an adequate
transposition of art solutions (part of tile panels by Athos Bulcão and Maria Keil)
into a computational structure where innovative notations are defined in some
aspects. To that end, it allows their implementation in the computer through a
suitable programming language and uses those same notations to generate other
solutions within the same universe of interest and research. Furthermore, an
intellectual process is exposed allowing to structure the information, particularly
regarding to form, to different frameworks, placing itself as an opportune
methodological structure that can guide other similar experiences.
Keywords: Art and Design, CAAD Education and Teaching, Design Concepts
and Strategies, Hybrid Shape Grammar

INTRODUCTION
Shape grammars have been, since their development
in the 1970s, an important tool for description, analysis, and design production. Their capacity for abstraction and their logical structure enable them as an opportune path in transposing the realm of design to
classical computation. This paper aims, in general,
to present to architects and artists a methodological procedure based on the formalism of shape grammars in a way that supports and leads to the develop-

ment of speciﬁc computational tools for speciﬁc design problems.
We also aspire that such an approach can, in
some way, reﬂect both in professional practice as well
as in teaching. Especially concerning teaching, we
believe that the experiences of this nature can be
replicated, and start to assume a diﬀerent attitude
facing commercial software, that most of the time
treats architectonic issues as a commodity (Martens
et al. 2007). And, before that, we perceive shape
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grammars as an opportune gateway able to link design and computational thinking. Such bias is not always adequately explored in academia (and in other
cases, nor is it included in university curricula).
In the paper A Perspective on Computer Aided Design after Four Decades, Earl Mark, Mark Gross and
Goldschmidt (2008) point out shape grammars as
one of the eight development approaches on Computer Aided Architecture Design. It is also worth
mentioning that shape grammars, since their initial
development, derive from the work of mathematician Emil Post, who produced systems that formed
the basis of modern computer language (Earl Mark
et al. 2008).
The modus operandi of shape grammars is based
on lines that generate shapes, within a Cartesian
plane, where algebraic relations (Boolean algebra)
can be developed. This abstraction of shapes in
mathematical values, and rule-based behavior, highlights the computational nature of shape grammars
(even if not always related to the computer machine).
According to Stiny (1990, p. 100), ’To replace shapes
in this way exploits the full resources of U · [the algebra of shapes] and thereby provides the basis for every computation with shapes. These computations
are of all sorts. In fact, every set deﬁned in a Turing
machine can be given equivalently by following rules
in U ·.’
In this paper, not only the formalist description but also the possible derivations, new design
conceptions, and the idea of computation take as
reference the foundations and practices developed
mainly by Stiny (1977, 1990, 2006), Stiny and Mitchell
(1978, 1980) and, Knight (1983, 1989). Furthermore,
they are supported by relevant experiences and developments found in Carson, McKelvey, and Woodbury’s works (1991), Chau (2004), Duarte (2005) and,
Garcia and Romão (2016). The mentioned authors
compound the base for a brief theoretical contextualization exposed in this text, as well as other references about methods of work, basing the proposed
work on speciﬁc grammars developed by Stiny (1977)
and Carson, McKelvey, and Woodbury (1991).

The main goal of this paper is to present a
methodological path of research in design subsidized by shape grammars in a way that allows describing, deriving and ascending to computational
implementations. Consequently, we hope, even indirectly, to promote their teaching and diversifying
their application. For this, we establish, as a corpus
of analysis and investigation, two frames in signiﬁcant works of the artists - Athos Bulcão (1918-2008)
and Maria Keil (1914-2012), both worked mainly with
tile panels during the second half of the 20th century
until the early 2000s, he in Brazil and she in Portugal,
and were strongly related to Modern Architecture.
The methodological proposal starts with a procedure that is well-known and already tested in several works of a similar nature, the formal description.
This stage identiﬁes the sets of elements that structure the designs in question, as well as the generative rules necessary for their achievements; and, in
parallel, provides a rich analytical view of both designs. The next step is to create a hybrid parametric shape grammar. Thus, elements and characteristics of both languages are intersected and create a
new set of types. Subsequently, this set of information subsidizes and guides the development of computer language programming that allows new possibilities for the application of these design solutions,
together with a host software.
In general, we hope to contribute to other works
of a similar nature, which seek to sensitize both
academia and professional practice to understand
shape grammars as a facilitating agent between general design issues and computation. And by analogy,
to foment the professional debate and the development of new applications, so that we can realize that
there are more active and personalized ways to take
advantage of the Computer Aided Architectural Design tools (Earl Mark et al. 2008). Besides, it is also
intended to avoid that architects and artists (and educators) are just passive consumers, often limited by
restrictive and standardized solutions oﬀered by software in vogue (Martens et al. 2007).
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SHAPE GRAMMARS AS A METHOD
Figure 1
Methodological
framework

According to Stiny and Mitchell (1980), shape grammars are a type of algorithm deﬁned by labeled
shapes consisted of lines and/or symbols. Shape
grammars depart from an initial shape (IS) where
shape rules (R) (or a set of rules) are applied recursively (or not) and can result in new design possibilities, and in the deﬁnition of a language of shapes
generated by its individual parts (Stiny and Mitchell
1980). Shape rules are the usual way for the initial
shape to relate to the produced shapes and, thus, to
have generative skills of design (Knight, 1989), also
stated by Duarte (2005).
Parametric shape grammars are basically an
extension of shape grammars, where shape rules
are deﬁned within general parameters or schemata
(Stiny and Mitchell 1980). According to Chau (2004),
the parametric shape grammars are more versatile,
once that from each shape rule can derive families of
shape rules, depending on the necessity. In this way,
parametric shape grammars are understood as a tool
with extended possibilities that can be an important
mechanism for the creation of designs.
Therefore, we can summarize shape grammars
as a formalism composed of based-rules that can describe, rewrite, prescribe design in a language. In
its turn, language can be deﬁned as a collection of
designs that share some recognizable compositional
principles that have formal coherence (Garcia and
Romão 2016). According to Knight (1983, p. 125),
‘A language could be transformed into a new one by
altering basic elements (shapes and spatial relations
between them) of the compositional structure of designs in the language.’ These conceptual principles
are the base for this work, which begins with the formalist description of the corpus, to generate a new
design approach.
These theoretical bases, aligned with other previous experiences, allow us to deﬁne a methodological framework (see Figure 1). We believe this schema
can be helpful to further investigative or professional
works with the same ambition, or as a general guideline to exercises or practices in teaching, once teach-

ers could use this framework and instigate students
to apply it in diﬀerent design contexts.

The methodology of this work, in general, is divided
into three large steps: First step - descriptive grammars; Second step - Hybrid shape grammar; and,
Third step - programming. The First step is, basically,
divided into three phases: 1a - corpus selection; 1b shape interpretation of the elements, and initial abstraction; 1c - elaboration of the shape grammars in
an analytical descriptive way on both selected works.
The Second step consists of four phases: 2a - selecting elements and features from both artists; 2b - selection and adaption of the rules (from First step) that
will form the new shape grammar in a hybrid way;
2c - the choice of an application place (initial shape);
and 2d - derivation. And ﬁnally, the Third step has
another four phases: 3a - data analysis on hybrid
shape grammar; 3b - general programming framework (What questions must be answered? In what
way? Etc.); 3c - syntactic composition of computational language; and, 3d - macro implementation.
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First step: descriptive grammars (AB and
MK)
The selection of the corpus takes place through the
general analysis of both artists’ works; observing,
among other features, geometric characteristics, formal abilities, and levels of abstraction, which are
complementary to the proposed exercise. The corpus, in this speciﬁc case, is about tiles, but in other
contexts could be about hospital plants solutions, for
example, or windows types, houses of a speciﬁc style,
the work of a singular architect, among a lot of other
potential investigations in architecture. What, once
more, appoint shape grammars as an important tool
of design investigation.
Our corpus (1a) is composed by part of the tile
panel at the Center for Formation and Improvement
of the Chamber of Deputies - CEFOR, Brasilia, Brazil
[1], 2003, by Athos Bulcão (AB), and part of the Panel
of tiles of the Pícoas Metro Station, Lisbon, Portugal,
between 1955 and 1959 (Mantas 2012, p. 293), by
Maria Keil (MK). Both framed in the same size, with
the same number of tiles, but each one with its own
draw, and speciﬁc strategy of design (see Figure 2).
In the case of the tiles, we have a modulation by reason of the regular format and dimension of the tiles,
a square with ﬁfteen centimeters of side.
In this stage, we need to observe the corpus, and
start analysis about speciﬁc features (1b), a kind of
syntax of the visual language (Dondis 1973) of both
works, and, once deﬁned the elements, the design
strategies, we need to categorize them. In this case,
we have in AB’s tiles, just two kinds of elements, tiles
with an arc (1/4 of circumference), and empty tiles;
both seem to have a random disposition, or an appearance of randomness, at least. The arcs disposition varies among 0°, 90°, 180° and 270°. In MK’s we
have a special draw, composed by arcs and the limits
of the tile, like two opposite “waves”, forming a symmetric lens at the center. This draw is used in three
diﬀerent dimensions: a small one, which matches the
size of a single tile; a large one, which corresponds to
the size of four tiles (with a scale that corresponds to
twice the smaller piece); and the last, a distortion of

the smallest one, which is double in height, and with
same length. The colors, in both tiles, were ignored.
At this point, it is not mandatory but recommended
to abstract the corpus in draws (here originally based
on images), that can help to approximate the corpus
and the investigator and be useful for planning the
ﬁrst strategies of descriptive grammar.
The development of descriptive shape grammars (1c) of the corpus allows us to decompose and
recompose a design to demonstrate its description.
This process also can be a helpful kind of formalist interpretation. The descriptive grammar of MK’s work
results in 12 generative rules and takes, as a reference, some rule by Stiny (1977). While the grammar
of AB’s work contains 16 generative rules and mixes,
as a reference, some rule by Stiny (1977) and another
by Carson, McKelvey, and Woodbury (1991). In both
cases, we work with relations among labeled shapes,
schemata, Euclidean transformations and shape rules
(see Figure 2). The rules sometimes are applied exclusively, other times recursively. Thereby, is possible
to understand the transformations applied, like the
change in scale or distortion used by MK; and as a way
to get the apparent randomness in AB’s panel. These
elements, parameterized shape, relations and, especially, rules, are the base of the hybrid shape grammar, developed as follows.

Second step:
(ABMK)

Hybrid shape grammar

Since we already carried out the interpretation and
analysis process (1b), we can choose what features
(2a) from each artist we want to introduce in the hybrid shape grammar (ABMK). We select the empty
space, arc draw and randomness from AB’s tiles, and
the diﬀerent scales and scale distortion present in
MK’s tiles. This selection was based on artistic and
subjective values, that is, other choices could be
made, possibly rendering diﬀerent results, but the
methodology would remain the same, and this is the
most relevant aspect.
As a result of our previous decisions, and based
on the rules that structure both shape grammars, we
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Figure 2
Corpus and
descriptive shape
grammars
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need to select and adapt the rules to the new hybrid shape grammar (2b). Thus, we keep with the
initial rules based on Stiny (1977), which allowed orderly occupation of the initial shape. In order to have
empty spaces and randomness, we picked out a set
of rules developed in AB shape grammar (based on
Carson, McKelvey, and Woodbury 1991). And lastly,
we perceived the need to adjust some parametric
rules to introduce diﬀerent scales and scale distortion
used by MK (Euclidean transformations), but now, applied to arc shape; because it was not possible to use
the rules already created due to incompatibility with
empty space, by the logic in which the two grammars
were structured.
The choice of application place (2c) is signiﬁcant
because it determines the initial shape related to the
parametric rules, bringing a contribution to the ﬁnal result (see Figure 3 and Figure 5). In this case,
we choose an external wall that protects an access
staircase to the Faculty of Architecture of the University of Lisbon. It should be noted that the chosen
place is just an example, as other places could also be
used. However, for each place with diﬀerent shapes,
the rules should be adapted according to the initial
shape.
Once we have the initial shape and a set of rules,
we can develop the derivation (2d) of the hybrid
shape grammar. The generative parametric grammar has 22 rules (see Figure 3) which occupy the
initial shape, respecting its borders, and being able
to present arc shape in diﬀerent scales, distortion,
empty spaces and randomness (see Figure 5). Thus,
the result, roughly speaking, has suﬃcient similarities
with previous works, which enables it to be understood as a possible hybrid language of AB’s and MK’s
works.
Furthermore, it is possible to test the characterization of a design, based on this generative shape
grammar. According to Stiny and Mitchell (1978), we
can test if the characterization satisﬁes three criteria:
(a) the grammar capability to re-create the corpus;
(b) recreate other existing designs within the same
language; and, (c) create new designs of the same

style. Based on the developed grammars (AB, MK,
and ABMK) and the characterization criteria by Stiny
and Mitchell (1978), the set of elaborated grammars
clearly meets criteria “a” and “c” (see Figure 2, Figure 3 and Figure 5). But regarding the test “b”, we do
not satisfy. We could even create another part of the
same panels, but not other singular works. First, because our corpus is too limited and speciﬁc; and second, this work does not have this characterization of
design as a goal, even though, in general, we can perceive similarities between Athos Bulcão’s and Maria
Keil’s works, which could motivate another investigation with this propose.

Third step: programming (TILEABMK.lsp)
At this point, it is not diﬃcult to imagine the implementation of these conceptual assumptions in computer science through a suitable programming language to accelerate the search for possible and convenient formal solutions. With this data set or other
with diﬀerent goals. The initial descriptive shape
grammars (AB and MK), in the First step, were important elements to get the hybrid shape grammar
(ABMK); and now, this hybrid shape grammar is an
important element to achieve the establishment of
adequate computational programming.
We started analyzing the hybrid shape grammar
data (3a), both the speciﬁc elements and their algebraic relations, represented by the rules of derivation. Thus, in this case, we have four elements: empty
space (the size of a 15 cm square tile), small arc (a
square with an arc corresponding to the size of one
tile), large arc (a square with an arc corresponding to
the size of four tiles), and deformed arc (a rectangle
with an elliptical arc corresponding to the size of two
tiles). As we have already selected the four structured
elements (since they already had their rules and Euclidean transformations carried out in the previous
step), the main Euclidean transformation adopted in
this stage was rotation, partially supporting the idea
of randomness (another part is achieved with some
arbitrariness).
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Figure 3
Hybrid shape rules

To be able to relate the elements of design in a
way that this can result in a useful tool for design, we
need, at ﬁrst, to think: what do we want? And: how
can we do it? That is, we need to organize a general programming framework (3b). This framework
(see Figure 4) is shaped by some issues, which can be
mapped by some questions and answers such as:
•

•

•

•

•

What can the user do? The user can apply patterns of tiles, which has as reference the hybrid
shape grammar ABMK;
What can the user choose? The user can choose
a single pattern or mixed patterns, which pattern(s) they prefer to use, and if the pattern(s)
will have a repetitive or random disposition;
When can the user make choices? Some choices
need to be made at the beginning, and others,
after, as a result of these ﬁrst choices;
Where can this be used? In an appropriate software, the user can apply it in any predesigned
shape, which has its boundary closed;
What limitations can the user ﬁnd? The user can
only choose between four diﬀerent elements,
and, when choosing a mixed pattern, they cannot control the quantity of each element individually, or the angle of rotation (as a way to
preserve the original features of the precedent
works).

Once we already know, in general, what we want,
and what we have, we need to choose a way to insert

the compilation of advanced data with shape grammars into a computational language. And taking advantage of the fact that the algebraic nature of the
relationships developed in shape grammars are compatible with computing (Stiny 1990). Thus, to make
a syntactic composition of computational language
(3c), we have a lot of diﬀerent ways of programming
language. In this case, we choose to work with a programming language in list, speciﬁcally, LISP (List Processing). What allowed us to order the elements, the
possible (and limited) relations, and the controlled inputs of the users.
The macro implementation (3d) is conditioned
by the necessity to load into the appropriate software. Once it is done, the user can call the application, and start making choices for later applying the
tiles into a speciﬁc context (e.g. an internal wall in
the draw of a section, or in an external wall in the
draw of a façade...). This macro (TILEABMK.lsp) can
be freely accessed and downloaded [2] to be used by
other persons, as a way to help to evaluate the macro,
spread works of this nature, and as a means of giving visibility to the works by Athos Bulcão and Maria
Keil. Figure 4 shows us part of the framework of this
macro, and examples of the diﬀerent results that can
be obtained.
Some interesting diﬀerences between the way
as Hybrid shape grammar ABMK and this macro operate can be related. In hybrid grammar the initial
shape guides the development of the rules; in the
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Figure 4
Programming
framework, possible
interactions and
results
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macro, there is no initial shape, as understood in
shape grammars. But only is it possible to apply the
tiles with the macro once we have a predetermined
closed shape, and it allows us to apply the tiles in a
lot of diﬀerent contexts. Even if the applicability of
this depends on the speciﬁcs of the host software.
Figure 5 shows us a visual comparison between the
panel given by the Second step - Hybrid shape grammar (ABMK), and what we design with this macro.
Figure 5
Derivation of
Hybrid shape
grammar ABMK,
example of
utilization of macro
TILEABMK.lsp, and
an illustrative
simulation at
Faculty of
Architecture of the
University of Lisbon

In relation to the idea of randomness, in hybrid grammar, it is achieved because the rules had a premeditated disposition (from First step), based on the original panel, which gives us a diﬀerent and varied result according to the diﬀerent initial shapes. In the
macro, this randomness is partially obtained through

the mathematical power of computation, through rotation, which is guided for speciﬁc functions into programming what deﬁnes some angle between 0°, 90°
(π/2), 180° (π) and 270° (3π/2) randomly, which increase substantially the design solutions generated.

DISCUSSION
Inside the simplicity and limited universe covered by
this work, we aim to share the idea of coming up
with experiences that explore the convergence of research, teaching, and practice (Burry 2005), even in
diﬀerent proportions. And we also want to collaborate with the intention to foment a scenario where architects are able to be tool builders as well (Earl Mark
et al. 2008). Thus, we keep our belief in shape grammars as a very opportune way to get this introduction to computational thinking, especially in teaching. Once we have demonstrated here that with the
adequate methodological apparatus, shape grammars can guide an approach that allows us to have
many design options, starting from relatively few elements.
Sometimes, we prefer to run the risk of appearing
dated, resorting to yet another descriptive formalist shape grammar (as part of the process), in an attempt to show how this descriptive shape grammar,
and the many others that have already been made
since the 1970s, can be understood as a vast repository of methods and examples that help us to bring
elements from the realm of architecture to the realm
of computation, through shape grammars. In this paper, we mentioned speciﬁcally Stiny (1977) and Carson, McKelvey, and Woodbury (1991) as important
references to compose the grammars developed in
First and Second steps, but new experiences can look
for support in other previous works (fortunately, options abound); as well as to prefer to use other ways
to compose a computational language, diﬀerent to
LISP. It is worth mentioning our future work should
include an evaluation of this application (at least, a
larger evaluation).
Into this approach, we hope to have provided a
schematic methodology of how to use shape gram-
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mars as an introductory tool to understand design
as a mathematical set (algebraical relations, Boolean
operations, Cartesian transformations), that is, in elements suitable to compose a programming language. Once we believe that ‘CAAD research should
not descend into a situation that simply takes current
tools and technologies and sees what can be done
with them’ (Martens et al. 2007, p. 530); we tried, in a
general perspective, to help teachers, students, and
architects to be more proactive and collaborative in
relation to Computer Aided Architecture Design.
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